EN
Small and virtually invisible

freestyle cl tid is the small, almost invisible tinnitus system, which combines

Flexible in any situation
The unique shape allows for quick and
easy handling in all usual situations.

beautiful, timeless design with the latest
digital technology.

Trouble-free communicating

freestyle cl 210 tid is a perfect combi-

Comfortable and easy

nation of hearing and tinnitus instru-

The latest generation of this trusted and

ment. The costumer is able to adjust

successful system has been systemati-

the noise level with the volume control

cally re-developed and is now even more

according to his personal needs.

operate. Disturbing tinnitus noises are
hardly noticed with freestyle cl tid.
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FREESTYLE CL 210 TID
FREESTYLE CL TID

comfortable to wear and even easier to

CL TID
CL 410 TID

CL TID
CL 410 TID

Hello,
Features
in Germany alone, some 8 million

comfortable, that looks good and is

people suffer from excessive ear noises.

easy to operate.

For light to moderate ear noises
For light to moderate ear noises and hearing loss

These noises which have no discernable
source are known as tinnitus.

Very comfortable to wear

We at bruckhoff hannover are the

Easy to operate

specialists in providing solutions and
Nowadays there are better and b
 etter

for many years we have been setting

options for neutralising such noises

the standards, both technically and in

through the use of modern technology

terms of comfort and good design.

– leading to a noticeable improvement
of the quality of life.
At the same time, almost all sufferers
seek a system that is discreet and

With freestyle cl tid you have a high

Adjustable noise level
Beautiful, timeless design

CL TID
CL 410 TID

Small and almost invisible
Digitally programmable
Multi-programmes

quality product “Made in Germany “

Digital technology

which we are certain will give you

Optimised sound image

lasting pleasure.

CL TID

CL 210 TID

